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Does not work in Mac OS X. Uf you have more than one PSDs with that effect there are. Lens Swirl. Wobble. With Lens
Vignette. Is this a free or commercial product? with the right PSD image and some small or big specularity layer to the base

layer, the blurry lens effect can be implemented to almost every lens. I am not going to mention this too much but, you will find
here PSD files of Lightroom & Photoshop versions included. Download Lightroom version: Download Photoshop version: Free
to use for commercial/non-commercial projects? All projects are allowed to be used for non-commercial purposes If you are a
designer, artist or photographer, this tool is for you. If you use images with this effect in your work then it's ok. If you sell your

work you can sell it with this tool. HOW TO USE? Press the "Add To Lightroom" button or drag and drop an image into
Lightroom. Select your lens, change the light source to simulate a damaged lens, add Lens Swirl. Let Lightroom understand the

location of the shadows and highlights, then apply Lens Vignette. The outputted image shows a more realistic view of the
damaged lens with the blurred elements of the image. While this is a lightroom lens blur effect, the process can be done in

Photoshop with a bit of additional work. Get a high resolution PSD image of your lens. Put the "Raw Lens" folder on a separate
layer. On another layer, add or copy some specularity. Go to Filter > Render > Lens Blur > Lens Blur. Apply the "Filter" button

on the Lens Blur dialog. In the Lens Blur dialog, select the Lens Swirl layer. It's recommended to use the "Blur" slider on the
Lens Blur dialog. Set the "Blur" slider to "High" or "Medium". The amount of blur that should be applied depends on the light

and distance of the object. Increase the "strength" value on the "Lens Blur" dialog to increase the amount of blur. It's possible to
copy and paste this effect onto other images. And here you have an image of a lens with a Lens
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Dust simulation & scratches on the lens that become visible in the light of a light source. Includes 12 HD lens textures or use
your own. 3D Occlusion. Hidden layers from . 4D color repeater. Repeats all colors using 3D layers. 5D color repeater. Repeats
all colors using 5D layers. Smoothing. Smoothes rough transitions between shades. A blur effect applied to simulate the blurring
of a video camera lens. 6D effect. A blur effect applied to simulate the blurring of a video camera lens. A blur effect applied to
simulate the blurring of a video camera lens. 7D effect. A blur effect applied to simulate the blurring of a video camera lens.
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